
Yehyehyeh is an agency bringing together sustainability,
creativity and innovation to instigate value-based change.
It offers consultancy strategies, creative solutions, product
initiatives and communication services for forward-
looking brands, clients and institutions.



Sustainability

- Provide insights�on�global�
sustainable development and�
best�practices;�

- Assist companies to�design�and�
implement sustainability goals,�
strategies,�roadmap�and�
projects;

- Connect enterprises and�
institutes�with designers�and�
creatives,�in�order to�fshape
sustainable future.

Technology

- Discover cutting-edge trends�
and�technologies�in�new�
materials,�clean�production�
supply chain,�artificial
intelligence�and�VR/AR�etc.;

- Explore�and�support�start-ups,�
and�prompte�the�application�to
fashion industry;

Creativity

- design�mix-media�experience in�
order�to�communicate�
sustainability

- Produce creative films�or�
communication�strategies for�
sustainable brands�and�
communities;

- Interact with creative talents�to�
communicate and promote
sustainable development
issues.

About Us



Our Clients & Partners



Client Showcase

April 2019, Shenzhen, Innovation Production
Forum

Kering Yehyehyeh plans and executes conferences in different cities to promote "K Generation Award" in China

December 2018, Beijing Press conference to
announce the K Generation Award.

October 2019, Shanghai FashionWeek, K-Generation Award ceremony

March 2019, Shanghai FashionWeek , Innovation Materials Forum



Client Showcase

Kering

October 2021, Shanghai Fashion Week, Fashion and
Biodiversity workshop with Kering experts and 30 top KOLs

October 2021, Shanghai Fashion Week, Circular Design
Workshop with Ellen MacAarthur Foundation and 30 top
designers

Ellen�
MacArthur�
Foundation



ERDOS WAY as Group
Sustainability Guidelines

Client Showcase

Erdos�Group

Launch " Shan Collection"

Produce sustainable cashmere
guide short film Development on recycled cashmere

Yehyehyeh plans the sustainability goals, strategy, methodology and omni-media communication for
Erdos Group.



In�2020,�Shaway Yeh�served as�the�expert�of�the�One�X�One�
project sponsored by�Swarovski to�incubate talents�for�the�
interactive�development of�sustainable fashion and�
technology.

Client Showcase

The Woolmark Company

As�Jury�member,�Shawey Yeh�discovered and�later
adviced new�fashion stars�for�the�prestigious
International�Woolmark Prize 2020-2022;�

Swarovski



In October 2019, yehyehyeh and Stella
McCartney held an educational dialogue at
Tongji University.

Client Showcase

Stella McCartney PradaNIKE

In October 2019, Shaway Yeh planned and set the
forum of Prada re-nylon event in Shanghai.

In 2018 and 2020, yehyehyeh
cooperated with Nike in workshop and
forum.



Our Projects



Project

2021 SHAN FUTURE FORUM

October�12,�2021,�yehyehyeh hosts�Shan�Future�Forum�in�partnership�with�Shanghai�Fashion�Week,�the�programs�
include�round-table�discussions,�studio�visits�and�workshops�with�designers,�innovators�and�entrepreneur�from�all�over�
the�world.��Yehyehyeh also�launched��Innovation�Hub�,�which�aims�to�promote�the�implementation�of�the�concept�of�
sustainable�fashion�by�connecting�designers,�brands�and�innovative�technology�companies.



October 2020, Yehyehyeh held the Shan Future Forum
online edition to invite opinion leaders, industry leaders ,
designers from diverse background around the world to
focus on the possibility of regenerative fashion and issues
of biodiversity.

Project

2019 SHAN FUTURE FORUM 2020 SHAN FUTURE FORUM

October 2019,�Yehyehyeh launched the�first�Shan�Future�Forum,�
gathering forward-looking international�fashion organizations,�
enterprise CEOs,�scientists,�and�creators to�discuss countermeasures,�
opportunities and�challenges�for�building�a�sustainable,��beautiful
and�Shan�future.



In�October 2018,�Yehyehyeh�cooperated with Shanghai�FashionWeek
to�launch the�first�sustainable fashion forum�" (Can�Fashion
Be�Sustainable?)",�uniting leading creative people�and�industry
leaders�worldwide.

+

Project

During the�2017�Shanghai�FashionWeek,�Yehyehyeh�and�Kering
group�jointly held the�"Innovative Luxury Lab"�and�host�a�designer�
dinner to�celebrate the�prospect�of�sustainable fashion
developement in�China.



Project

In�October 2020,�as�an�internatioanl consultant,�Shaway�assisted the�first�Green�Carpet Fashion Award
ceremony in�Shanghai,�and�provided suggestions�and�support�for�the�award ceremony in�recognition�of�
China's three contributors to�sustainable fashion development.

Green Carpet Fashion Awards



Since 2016,�as�a�representative of�Chinesemedia,�Shaway�Yeh�has�participated in�the�Copenhagen Fashion
Summit for�many times.�In�2018,�as�a�special advisor,�she invited three Chinese brands�to�the�summit for�the�first�
time�to�share their innovative practices�and�and�their determination to�promote the�sustainable development of�
fashion industry.

Project

Copenhagen Fashion Summit



Project

In�April�2020,�yehyehyeh and�WWD�jointly launched a�three-
day global�online�Summit on�sustainable fashion.�Discuss
how�the�fashion industry practices�the�important�issue�of�
sustainable development.

WWD NOWNESS

In�April�2019,�Yehyehyeh�cooperated�with�Nowness�to�create�a�
film�screening�of�"Nature�in�Motion"�for�the�Shanghai�
Strawberry�Music�Festival,�arousing�the�young�generation's�
thinking�about�the�relationship�between�individuals�and�
environmental�protection.



Our Channels



Wechat Sina-Weibo RED Tencent-Video



Channel

Community

In�July�2020,�we held the�first�#sayehs community sharing�activity in�
Shanghai�Design�Republic,�inviting start-up�industry teams�in�fashion,�
food,�science�and�technology to�have�in-depth discussions�on�
sustainable development.�In�December 2020,�#sayehs community's
second�activity will be launched in�Shenzhen,�focusing on�the�new�
forces�of�sustainable development in�Dawan district.

#Sayehs online�community has�more�than 600�members since its
establishment�in�2019.�We regularly hold online�discussion�and�
sharing�meetings�to�get through industry resources and�promote
sustainable development by�gathering people�from all�fields.



About Founder

Shaway�Yeh

As a curator, Shaway Yeh has cooperated with the Central Academy of Fine Arts of China, stylist
Nicola Formichetti and luxury retailer Lane Crawford on a number of special exhibitions. In 2013,
while the fashion mobile application "IFashion" of modern communication group was launched,
she specially planned the part of "Chinese fashion film" for the Asvoff Fashion Film Festival held in
Pompidou Center in Paris. (IFashion is the first mobile application based on fashion videos and
visual images in China. It is a major measure taken by Shaway to expand the Creative Aesthetics
and unique editorial views of weekend pictorial to the digital platform). In 2017, she became the co-
creative director of the global video platform Nowness. Shawy has been using her media resources
to discuss and speak on behalf of sustainable development and innovation as widely as possible. In
the same year, she established a creative agency Yehyehyeh, aiming to help Chinese brands and
designers give priority to the issue of sustainable development by integrating sustainability,
creativity and innovation.

Ms. Shaway Yeh is one of the most influential fashion media and
opinion leaders in Greater China. She was elected #bof 500 and
served as the special adviser of Copenhagen Fashion Summit. At
present, she is the fashion editorial director of Modern Media group.
Meanwhile, she leads the creative development of modern mobile
digital media, which was recently established by the group. Shawy
has been invited to speak and act as a judge at a number of industry
conferences and activities, including the UK Walp Luxury Alliance,
the Swiss Radar Watch Design Award, the Wall Street Journal "Asian
Innovation Award", the International Woolmark Award and the
Copenhagen Fashion Summit.



THANKS!

www.yehyehyeh.com

Welcome to�search on�the�above social�
platforms yehyehyeh and

follow us


